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About This Game

Lucky Shot is a game in which a player can demonstrate his accuracy and knowledge of physics. The player uses a cannon from
which to shoot and collect all the coins. But it's not so simple. Coins are protected by buildings, anomalies or located in hard-to-

reach places. To collect coins, you need to calculate the trajectory and choose the tactics of the shot.
The game has 30 thoughtful, interesting levels.

A limited number of shots are available in each level.
In Lucky Shot there are also bonuses and lives. Lives is accumulated either for a successfully passed level, or every two minutes.
Lives can be exchanged for a bonus - highlighting the trajectory of the shot. But if you do not have lives and you lose the level,

you will have to go back one level.
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Title: Lucky Shot
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Primitive Studio
Publisher:
Primitive Studio
Release Date: 11 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo +

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Cool game in which you need to use the cores to collect all the coins. Went and stuck for 2 hours, definitely recommend..
Interesting game in which it is necessary to get to coins by means of the gun, having chosen the correct trajectory and force of a
shot. A game is executed in the interesting style pleasant for eyes.. Decent game, interesting challenges but VERY unforgiving.

There is this one thing I truly HATE about this game, once you made progress and you fail in the next level too much, you get
bounced one level back, you fail on that one, one level back untill you are all the way back to the beginning. I reached level 8
and now I am back at level 1. :(

On my first play, I also did not have the indicator line how balls go, didn't looked in the settings for it either. It may be in there,
it may not. I will know when I go back to it, but for the time being, I do recommend this challenging game, there are some
elements in there that makes it very interesting.
For example: You have to use a ball to move an item or activate a switch in order to get the balls where you want them to be, but
you are limited with the amount of balls. There, I said it without spoiling it. xD. It could have been a good game, but going back
levels when you loose is just stupid. Don't waste your money.. Decent cheap game. Simple,aim,and shoot. Simple. A little fun
time waster.
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